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This novel, defined via the San Francisco Chronicle ebook assessment as "nothing in need of
miraculous," is the tale of Zebra Wong, a chinese language woman whose pragmatic brain
conflicts along with her passionate heart; Lion Head, her classmate, whose penchant for
romantic intrigue belies his political ambitions, and Katherine, the seductive American with the
crimson lipstick and the wild chuckle who teaches them English and different international
concepts: individualism, sensuality, the Beatles. In Katherine's classroom, repression and
uprising meet head-on-and the results are either tragic and liberating.
As usual, Anchee Min astounds along with her use of fairly Katherine easy English that also
impacts the heart."I went to paintings wearing stars and got here again to the tent wearing the
moon on my head." i might suggest this e-book to an individual who's making plans on being an
ESL teacher, really these headed to Asia.SPOILERS BELOW...I had a difficult time figuring out
what language the narrator and Katherine are utilizing during the book. She speaks of ways
Katherine's chinese language is improving, yet no actual research is given, so by way of
components of the radical the place words like 'You need to pass judgement on Katherine
through the concrete content material of your experience, and never by means of its conformity
with merely theoretical standards,' are being spoken, i've got a troublesome time believing it is
going understood in both language among the 2 characters.Overall, i believe like probably extra
learn had to be performed relating to many of the finer issues of the plot to make it extra
believable. on the grounds that I learn Min's memoir sooner than this novel, I felt like I,
personally, may well feel what Min was once conversing approximately from first-hand
adventure and what she had fictionalized and created.I HATED Katherine. i did not like her at a
personality at all. She used to be kinda flat, yet past that, thoroughly naive, to the purpose the
place i actually felt like she made american citizens glance bad. probably this was once a part of
the purpose, yet i finished up feeling undesirable for the narrator, who used to be so
tremendously in love with Katherine by way of the tip of the book. I felt that Katherine did not
deserve any of it, as she used to be actually blind for many of the book. She didn't wish to play
through the principles simply because she observed herself as by some means above them due
to Katherine the fact that she was once an American, and that, in part, was once what the
narrator widespread approximately her: the facility to be above and past the good propaganda
laptop that principles China even to this day.Some of my favourite rates from the book:"We
waited patiently until eventually Mao died on September 9, 1976, in basic terms to find that the
images blurred with passing time, that the ink at the posters dripped with the wash of every
year's rain, that the paper peeled off and was once blown away via the wind, that our formative
years had pale with no trace. We 'awakened' with horror, and our wounded souls screamed in
devastation. How am I to provide an explanation for what i've got become?""Our heads have
been jars of Maoist beef marinating in five-thousand-year-old feudalist soy sauce.""A little girl,
fiddling with her dolls in a garden. i started to determine the picture. i may additionally photo
myself, donning sneakers with the soles falling off, jogging the streets on a wet day, amassing
pennies for ravenous American children. i may see the younger Katherine Katherine making a
song songs, traveling an imaginary zoo in her backyard, and that i take into accout how I

needed to kill my basically pet--a rooster with the reddest crown--to heed Mao's name to abolish
ailment within the urban and end up one's loyalty. I listened to Katherine speak about her
loneliness as a child, and that i considered what percentage nights i used to be left ready on the
gate of my daycare school, the final one to be picked up, looking ahead to my mom and dad to
complete their shifts, and the days they by no means showed. the photographs mixed,
superimposed themselves on each one other, and her tears turned mine, and mine hers."
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